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Ask Us About      

 These Services: 

 

  Design-Build Landscape 

  Outdoor Living Space 

  Custom Water Features  

  Landscape Lighting  

  Fireplaces and Fire Pits 

  Irrigation Maintenance 

   

    

    

 

Joshua Mitchell 

Some Random Landscape Thoughts 

A swimming pool is the ultimate backyard amenity.   

It’s the center of summer life and a strong aesthetic element that can be 

the focus of your entire landscape.   When pools include water features, 

unique lighting, specialty materials and design features; they can have a  

powerful influence on the adjacent outdoor living spaces. 

 

A traditional in-ground swimming pool is often the most expensive part of a 

new landscape.  Swimming pools are consistent in their construction costs.  

The causes of variability are the many options possible for increasing their 

visual appeal or diversity.  Your family and lifestyle will dictate what options 

are important to you personally and whether the cost for these upgrades 

are within your budget. 

 

When it comes to swimming pools, the style options are unlimited.   

By combining materials in unique combinations you can have a look that is 

all your own.  A good starting point for selecting a pool style, is to look at 

the style of your home.  Designing your new pool and your landscape area 

in a similar fashion will make it look as if it was there all along.

……………….……………………… 

Since pools are expensive to build and sometimes even more expensive to 

remodel, it is important to give a lot of time to design.  You'll only build it 

once, and therefore your choices of materials and detailing should be high 

quality and timeless so your pool design won't go out of style in the near 

future.  

 

Happy Landscaping!  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

         

         

 

 

 

 

        

 

     

     

 
       

              

  

 

 

Past issues of the newsletter can be viewed on our website; Facebook page and Instagram: www.JDMLandscapeCA.com 

Pool Design Options 

Lighting ~ Infinity Edges ~ Waterfalls ~ Ledge Loungers 

Spas ~ Grass Strips ~ Unique Shapes ~ Grottos  

Laminars ~ Fire Bowls ~ Sheer Descents ~ Decorative Tile 


